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Thank you for considering ArmorDillo Guards (TM); our line of CTL and
skid steer protection. We are the original designers and manufacturers of
ArmorDillo Guards, and we have been proudly supplying quality skid steer
accessories from Plantersville, Texas for over 7 years. By investing in our
guards, you are not only safeguarding your equipment but also increasing the
overall efficiency and productivity of your operations. Our patented products
are built to last, ensuring a long-term return on your investment. Operators
and Rental Entities continue to enjoy the cost reduction resulting from the
protection of vulnerable machine components.

In the fast-paced world of construction and heavy equipment operation,
maximizing uptime is critical to your success. Downtime due to equipment
damage can translate into lost productivity and revenue. That's why we have
developed these purpose-built guards and accessories with a primary focus on
ensuring uninterrupted uptime for your operations.

Thank you for choosing ArmorDillo Guards as your trusted partner in
equipment safety and reliability. We look forward to serving you and helping
your operations reach new heights of success.

“ArmorDillo Guards don’t just protect your machine, they safeguard your
money”

Sincerely,

William Lewis
Vice President
Creative Alloy Products Company
ArmorDillo Guards (TM)

We are Proud to Serve you



Why choose armordillo?
Tailored to Perfection: Our guards are custom-designed to seamlessly fit your
specific CTL/skid steer loader model. They're not just protective; they're a
perfect match for your machine's aesthetics. Plus, they won't obstruct the
functionality of your machine.

Effortless Installation: We understand your time is precious. That's why our
guards come with easy-to-follow instructions and all the necessary mounting
hardware. No drilling or welding is required! You'll have it securely installed in no
time.

Enhanced Equipment Lifespan: Protecting your CTL/skid steer loaders means
extending their life and reducing replacement costs. With our guards, you'll see
significant savings instantly.

Minimized Downtime: Avoid costly downtime due to damaged machines. Our
guards help ensure your machine remains operational in all conditions,
maximizing your uptime and productivity.

Resale Value: Protecting your skid steer loader also protects its resale value.
When it's time to upgrade or sell your machine, you'll get a higher return on
investment.

Confidence in Performance: With ArmorDillo Guards, you'll have the confidence
to take on challenging jobs and tackle demanding conditions, knowing that your
machines are protected.

Join countless satisfied customers who have discovered the exceptional value our
guards add to their equipment. Don't settle for less – choose ArmorDillo Guards
and experience a game-changing addition that protects your investment.

Contact us now to unlock the unparalleled value of Armordillo Guards and
elevate your CTL/skid steer loader to new heights of productivity and longevity!



light/roof guards

Engineered to withstand the toughest
conditions. It forms a robust shield around

your CTL/skid steer loader’s front/rear lights,
offering protection against debris, branches,
rocks, and even accidental collisions, without

obstructing the functionality of your lights

front light guard
Glf

REAR LIGHT GUARD
GLR

ROOF GUARD
GR

KUBOTA
SVL 97

gr-svl-97

Glr - svl-75-2

Glf - svl-75-2

KUBOTA
SVL 65
SVL 75-2
SVL 95
SVL 97

KUBOTA
SVL 65
SVL 75-2
SVL 95
SVL 97



rear Guards

Upgrade your equipment’s safety and
performance with our premium rear guards.

These guards provide comprehensive
protection for the vulnerable rear
components of your machinery. 

rear hood guard 
GH

Rear Door Screen
GRDS

rear bumper guard 
GB

KUBOTA
SVL 65
SVL 75-2
SVL 75-3
SVL 95
SVL 97

BOBCAT
T-66

Distances radiator and rear door from
impact and collision and maintains factory
tie-down provisions

Protects engine and radiator from backing
hazards
KUBOTA
SVL 75-2
SVL 95
SVL 97

BOBCAT
T-66
T-76
T-86

KUBOTA
SVL 75-2
SVL 95
SVL 97

Deflects falling debris from engine and rear
glass

GB - T-66

GRDS - T-66/76/86

GRDS - SVL 75-2/95/97

GH- SVL 75-2/95/97



Hydraulic PROTECTIVE Guards

HYDRAULIC COUPLER GUARD
GC

QUICK-TACH CYLINDER GUARD
 GQTRP

Our Hydraulic Protective Guards are
engineered to shield your hydraulic

systems from the rigors of challenging
work environments. These guards offer a
robust layer of protection, ensuring the

longevity and reliability of your hydraulic
components.

KUBOTA
SVL 75-2
SVL 95
SVL 97

Protects hydraulic cylinder and universal
quick connect lines

KUBOTA
SVL 65
SVL 75-2 SF
SVL 75-2 HF
SVL 75-3
SVL 95
SVL 97

Protects vulnerable and expensive cast
manifold and couplers and provides stability
for line attachment points

GC - SVL 75-3

GC - SVL 75-2/95/97

GQTRP - SVL 75-2/95/97



ACCESSORies/Guards

Elevate the functionality, versatility, and
performance of your machinery with our

wide range of high-quality equipment
accessories. Our accessories are designed

to meet your unique needs for any industry

TOOLBOX 
GTB

FUEL CAP GUARD
GFC

DEF DETERRENT GUARD
GDEF/GDEF DETER

KUBOTA
SVL 95

Deters fuel in SVL 95 DEF system and
protects cap

Provides an extra layer of protection against
damage, tampering, and contamination of
your fuel system
KUBOTA
SVL 95
SVL 97

KUBOTA
SVL 97

Keep your tools organized, secure, and
readily accessible on the job

GDEF - SVL 95

GFC - SVL 95/97

GTB - SVL 97



Kits

Our kits are designed to provide everything
you need to optimize the functionality,
safety, and longevity of your machine. 

RECOVERY WINCH KIT
GWB

THEFT  DETERRENT KIT
GRDL

KUBOTA
SVL 75-2/97

Keyed door lock, latch disabling and
concealed ignition disabling system

KUBOTA
SVL 97

20,000 lb Recovery Winch System with easy
installation and simple service access

Grdl- SVL 75-2/97

GwB - SVL 97

*ONLY AVAILABLE THROUGH DEALERS



Full Kit

The ultimate solution for ensuring comprehensive protection for your
valuable machinery. This all-in-one kit includes a range of essential
guards meticulously designed to safeguard your equipment from

damage, enhance safety, and prolong its lifespan.

Full Kit
Gkit

iNCLUDES 

SVL 75-2
SVL 95
SVL 97

GLF
GLR
GH
GRDS
GB

GC
GQTRP
GFC*
GDEF**

*NOT INCLUDED IN GKIT SVL-75-2
*NOT INCLUDED IN GKIT SVL-75-2/97



armordilloguards.com

936.894.2060
wlewis@creativealloyproducts.com
clewis@creative alloy products.com

ARMORDILLO GUARDS


